Structural properties of prion protein protofibrils and fibrils: an experimental assessment of atomic models.
Decades after the prion protein was implicated in transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, the structure of its toxic isoform and its mechanism of toxicity remain unknown. By gathering available experimental data, albeit low resolution, a few pieces of the prion puzzle can be put in place. Currently, there are two fundamentally different models of a prion protofibril. One has its building blocks derived from a molecular dynamics simulation of the prion protein under amyloidogenic conditions, termed the spiral model. The other model was constructed by threading a portion of the prion sequence through a beta-helical structure from the Protein Data Bank. Here we compare and contrast these models with respect to all of the available experimental information, including electron micrographs, symmetries, secondary structure, oligomerization interfaces, enzymatic digestion, epitope exposure, and disaggregation profiles. Much of this information was not available when the two models were introduced. Overall, we find that the spiral model is consistent with all of the experimental results. In contrast, it is difficult to reconcile several of the experimental observables with the beta-helix model. While the experimental constraints are of low resolution, in bringing together the previously disconnected experiments, we have developed a clearer picture of prion aggregates. Both the improved characterization of prion aggregates and the existing atomic models can be used to devise further experiments to better elucidate the misfolding pathway and the structure of prion protofibrils.